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hand: an intelligent and informed effort to place discussion
on a more articulate level of discourse within reasonable
and relevant guidelines for interpretation. The issue of a
paperback edition alongside the expensive bound volume
should help secure the wider readership among classicists
and art historians and their students that the book deserves.
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EAST GREEKPOTTERY,by R.M. Cook and Pierre Du-

pont. Pp. xxix + 226, figs. 94, maps 2. Routledge,
London 1998. $85. ISBN 0-415-16601-2.
Sixty-three years after the appearance of his masterly
study of Fikellura pottery (BSA 34-35 [1933-1934] 1-98)
and thirty-eight years since his first overview of East Greek
vase painting (Greek Painted Pottery, London 1960), R.M.
Cook, collaborating with P. Dupont, offers this updated,
detailed survey of East Greek wares, crowning his long interest in the subject. Recent work on Fikellura, Chian, and
other wares, revisions in dating, the need for a clearer explanation of the Wild Goat style, attributions of fabrics
based on clay analysis especially for Milesian products, a
recognition of the importance of trade amphoras for economic history, and the desirability of summarizing and critiquing scholarship in the field fully justify this excellent
handbook. Cook admits that the topic has been neglected,
that the vase decoration is less artistically advanced than
mainland Greek work, and that excavators have been sadly
negligent in making their finds available for study. We are
told where work still needs doing. What is largely unemphasized is the significance of this distinct tradition within
Greek craft and the importance of being able to distinguish these products in the archaeological record.
After summaries (chs. 1-3) of the history of East Greece
down to the fifth century B.C., of finds of East Greek pottery around the Mediterranean and Black Seas, and of both
relative and absolute chronology for the pottery, Cook surveys the various wares, mostly fine decorated ones, associated with East Greece from the Protogeometric to the end
of the Archaic period (chs. 4-22). Dupont contributes a
long final chapter on Archaic trade amphoras from the region. Detailed notes with bibliography for each chapter appear at the end, along with an index. Over 220 illustrations
of vases, roughly divided between fine wares and trade amphoras, are conveniently placed in the text. Lists of illustrations, abbreviations, and a handy glossary appear at the
front. Besides the painted wares normally associated with
East Greece (e.g., Wild Goat, Chian, Fikellura, Clazomenian, Vroulian) Cook also adds chapters on Banded and
Plain wares, Grey ware and Bucchero, Relief ware, and even
faience for completeness. Some imitative products of Caria
and Greek colonies are also discussed, as are examples of fine
East Greek workmanship produced in Etruria-the Swallow
Painter (Middle Wild Goat), Northampton and Campana
groups, and Caeretan hydrias (late Black Figure). Unmen-
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tioned, though minor, are West Anatolian Lined wares
found at Gordion and Sardis, which are dependent on East
Greek models (AnatSt 42 [1992] 168-77).
Cook's longest and most important chapter is devoted
to Wild Goat. Students have long waited for a more detailed discussion of Cook's divisions of Early, Middle I, II,
and now a posited III (outline and reserving of details),
and clarification of Late Wild Goat (Black Figure tradition) of the North Ionian area. This is provided, although
Cook acknowledges that work is still needed on some individual painters and groups, and perhaps some refining of
chronology. Dupont's careful analysis of clays of the region
and samples from the various East Greek pottery types has
been important in attributing most Early and Middle Wild
Goat, as well as most Fikellura, to Miletus, at the expense
of Rhodes. The publication of Dupont's data has still not
appeared, but Cook and others accept his conclusions
(Dacia 17 [1983] 19-43). Perhaps most controversial are
Cook's suggestion that Middle Wild Goat II continued as
late as ca. 590 B.C., and that a few meager pieces should be
assigned to Middle III to act as a bridge to Fikellura, which
he suggests began ca. 560 B.C. If it indeed exists, Middle
III is called "decadent." Cook offers no explanation here
for the surprising drop-off in production at Miletus, even
though reserving Wild Goat continues to be produced in
North Ionia and Aeolis. Elsewhere reasons have been adduced, including civil conflict (Dupont), the effects of colonization (Cook), and the toll of 12 years of war with the
Lydians perhaps ending as late as 602 B.C. (Schaus in BSA
81 [1986] 291-2). Cook prefers to see Fikellura as a revitalization of a lingering Middle Wild Goat vase tradition at
Miletus ca. 560 instead of an Ionian Little Master cup
painter reworking the old Middle style ca. 550 as suggested
by the reviewer. This is fair. Further clay analysis and a few
more finds of the fine cups may help resolve the issue;
meanwhile, a compromise date in the 550s for the beginning of Fikellura seems reasonable. Important also are the
Carian vases imitative of Milesian Wild Goat and Fikellura,
which have now been discussed by Cook in OJA18 (1999) 7993. Cook's critical style, described in an earlier review (AJA65
[1961] 405) as crusty, cantankerous, even lordly, is in fact
precise, refreshingly honest, if a little blunt, and not given
to overstatement. He says, for example, of himself, "my
knowledge of East Greek pottery is patchy" (xxi), yet no
other scholar is so clearly suited to tackle this subject.
Dupont's concluding chapter provides much new information about the various series of East Greek trade amphoras. Chian, Lesbian, Samian, Clazomenian, and Milesian amphoras can now be distinguished; the last two
because of clay analyses. Three other series, Zeest's types 3
("Samian"), 15 ("Protothasian"), and 18 ("Thasian circle"),
are thought to originate in the north Aegean, although the
"Samian" has supporters for Samos. Well-chosen profile
drawings help the reader follow the developments described within each series. Dupont discusses fabric, attribution, shape development, chronology, distribution, stamps
or marks, and capacities for each type. He also speculates
about the original contents traded in the amphoras-wine
or olive oil. Dupont wisely cautions against drawing conclusions that are too firm, especially since these containers
were commonly reused. He rejects Grace's reconstruction
of the Samian series for the second half of the sixth cen-
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tury and Clinkenbeard's attribution of the "fractional red"
or "tumbler bottomed" Lesbian amphoras to Thasos. One
would like to know why the capacities of trade amphoras
generally decreased from the seventh to the fifth centuries,
but no comment is offered on this.
Cook and Dupont have handled a difficult topic with genuine expertise. The result is impressive, a compact, easily used
reference, not likely to be superseded for very many years.
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KIZILBEL:

AN ARCHAIC

PAINTED

TOMB

CHAMBER

IN NORTHERN LYCIA,by MachteldJ. Mellink, with

chapters by Robert A. Bridges, Jr. and Franca Callori di Vignale. (Bryn Mawr College Archaeological Monographs.) Pp. xxiii + 71, b&w pls. 39,
color pls. 32, end figs. A-D. University Museum Publications,
University of Pennsylva1998.
nia, Philadelphia
$45. ISBN 0-92417153-7 (cloth).
The Klzllbel tomb in northern Lycia has become one of
the prominent archaeological monuments in Turkey since
MachteldJ. Mellink first announced the beginning of rescue excavations in 1969. Previously the archaeology of Lycia had been well known for the architecture and sculpture
of heroa, rock-cut tombs, pillar tombs, and sarcophagi. The
excavations in northern Lycia have enriched this picture.
The Kizllbel painted tomb chamber and a second one,
Karaburun II, salvaged by the Bryn Mawr College team, as
well as the Bayindlr tumuli (E. and I. Ozgen, eds., Antalya
Museum [Ankara 1992] 32-49) excavated by the staff
members of the Antalya Museum in the 1980s, all located
in the Elmall area, demonstrated that the region had more
to offer. In particular, these findings reveal lesser known aspects of the Iron Age and the Persian empire period.
The present volume is the final publication of the Kizllbel
tomb. In the first chapter Mellink introduces the site and
its topography, the excavation of the tomb, and an inventory of the gifts based on their traces in the tomb chamber.
Like many other funerary monuments in Lycia, a scenic
location was chosen for the Kizllbel tomb. The singleroomed, gabled roof stone chamber was set in a pit and
was originally covered by a tumulus. A stone pile, laid over
the chamber, was covered with soil after the burial, as was
traditional in western Anatolia. Unlike the west Anatolian
tumuli, however, the Kizilbel tomb lacks a dromos (see the
tumuli from West Anatolia: I. Ozgen, J. Ozturk, et al., Heritage Recovered:The Lydian Treasure [Ankara 1996] 28-53).
The mound had already been plundered in antiquity and
was further damaged by robbers in 1969; as a result, the
finds from the tomb are scanty. A catalogue of pottery from
the robbers' dump presents a small number of sherds. The
section concerning the traces of the portable objects of the
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tomb, such as the rim impressions of metal vessels worn
into the limestone table, remnants of nails in joints of the
blocks used to hang items, and the study on the skeletal
fragments demonstrate that significant information could
still be retrieved. The skeletal remains, studied byJ.L. Angel in appendix 2, belonged to a man of about 50 years of
age who stood 1.77 m tall; he had ridden horseback habitually and was injured on the left knee. Appendix 1 contains the report on F. Callori di Vignale's painstaking work
on the restoration and conservation of the paintings,
which are preserved in situ.
In chapter 2, R.A. Bridges describes the architecture, architectural restoration, the floor paintings, and the modern
protective structure built around the chamber. This chapter is supplemented by his detailed illustrations, section
drawings, and plans. His careful analysis of the architecture shows that two masons, one of them working in a style
reminiscent of the retaining walls of classical Xanthos,
were working simultaneously on the construction of the
chamber, each responsible for two of the walls. He describes the construction methods comprehensively, pointing out that each wall was constructed separately and that
the coursing of the blocks did not continue from one wall
to the next. The last section contains a thorough discussion
of the construction of the roof, methods of waterproofing,
the door and entrance system, the retaining walls, and a
detailed description of the tomb furnishings.
A substantial portion of Mellink's text is devoted to the
wall paintings in the chamber: their description (ch. 3),
the use of color, line, and draftsmanship (ch. 4), their subject matter (ch. 5), and iconography and style (ch. 6). The
text is supplemented by four separate end figures in the back
of the volume. Each represents one wall, showing the entire
program of the paintings in line drawing to help the
reader follow the text and visualize the paintings in their
original setting. Both black-and-white and color photographs are of superb quality, providing details of the black
outlines, the preserved colors, and the ghost images.
Mellink observes that the techniques of the painters,
who frequently used red for sketching the figures and
added black outlines after painting in the colors, have
Near Eastern counterparts, for example at Assyrian Til Barsip. The style of the paintings is west Anatolian/East Greek.
The paintings are mainly regarded as representing heroic
and pleasurable aspects of life, e.g., a ship sailing, horsemen in file, sports, hunting, and the final departure and
banquet of the tomb owner. Only two registers have been
interpreted as mythological: SII, showing the decapitation
of Medusa and the birth of Chrysaor and Pegasos; and SIV,
perhaps representing Troilos. Noting the departure scene's
iconographic affinity to the departure of Amphiaros in the
Theban cycle in Greek art, Mellink discusses the scene in a
symbolic and traditional context rather than a mythological one, and interprets it as the final departure of the tomb
owner and a farewell by his relatives. I agree with Mellink
that the gesture of the seated old man not only parallels
the image of seer in the departure of Amphiaros on an inscribed Tyrrhenian amphora (LIMC 1, 694, no. 10), but
also finds counterparts in Etruscan painting, reflecting a
symbolic meaning. In the Tomb of the Augurs at Tarquinia
the figures standing on each side of the door, who gesticulate in a similar manner, have also been interpreted as bid-

